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Factors Controlling the Magnesium Weld Morphology
in Deep Penetration Welding by a CO2 Laser
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In laser welding with power density beyond 104 W ? mm22, the formation of plasma cavities, commonly
referred to as keyholes, leads to deep penetration welds with high aspect ratios. In this paper, the morpholo-
gies of keyhole welds produced with a 6 kW CW CO2 laser on two die-cast magnesium alloys, AZ91 and
AM50, are compared. It was found that the two magnesium alloys responded differently to laser welding.
Though irregular weld cross-section profiles were consistently observed on each material, bead dimensions
often varied with the welding variables in contrasting ways. For both alloys, important characteristics of
the weld beads such as depth, width, crown height (hump), and surface ripples were analyzed as a function
of the welding parameters, most particularly the heat input. Results show that the use of heat input, a
variable grouping two welding parameters into one, was often inadequate in characterizing the bead
morphology. Several explanations are given, including base metal vaporization, but the process of bremsstra-
lung absorption explains it well and rationalizes many observed characteristics of laser weld morphology.

Weisheit et al.[7] recently investigated the laser welding of severalKeywords alloy AM50, alloy AZ91, CO2 laser, magnesium
magnesium alloys, including AZ91 and AM50. Sanders et al.[8]alloys, welding
studied the weldability of AZ31 thin sheets with both Nd:YAG
and CO2 lasers. Dilthey et al.[9] centered their study on the1. Introduction mechanical properties of magnesium joints produced by laser and
electron beam welding. Marya et al.[10] looked at the variations of

In the last two decades, the manufacturing industry has the local properties of weld beads in relation to the welding
been actively engaged in qualifying laser welding, because high parameters. Although numerous studies relate weld bead mor-
strength joints with low levels of residual stress and high visual phology, process parameters, and heat flow, research to establish
quality can be achieved with this joining process. The ability similar relationships at high power density[11–14] with magnesium
to achieve several operations with the same equipment (i.e., alloys is still nonexistent.
cutting, drilling, surface treatments and even forming) also adds This research addresses the weld bead morphology obtained
to these advantages. However, the expensive investment to after laser welding two die-cast magnesium alloys, AZ91 and
acquire laser systems, together with high operating costs, has AM50. A wide range of welding parameters was covered, but
slowed their introduction into manufacturing. In recent years, always with the perspective to produce keyhole welds, i.e.,
the interest in magnesium and its alloys has grown significantly, welds with depth-to-width ratios typically greater than unity.
because they have high specific strengths and can be recycled Because deep penetration welds often exhibit complex shapes
at competitive cost. The largest demand for magnesium alloys that require more than depth and width to fully characterize,
has come from the automotive industry, where the weight sav- other dimensions of the weld pools have been considered. The
ings achieved by replacing steel and aluminum creates a major simple concept of heat input, as defined from the ratio of power
impact on reducing fuel consumption. with travel speed, was adopted in this study to investigate weld

To date, published information on magnesium welding is still bead morphology changes. Weld bead morphology data of the
limited because magnesium has not been extensively utilized as two alloys are used to discuss the role of heat input. Because
a structural material. In the 1930s[1] the necessity to join magne- properties of the keyhole largely control the overall heat transfer,
sium alloys for aircraft components was partially at the origin and therefore the weld pool morphology, they are first consid-
of the gas tungsten arc welding process, and magnesium welding ered. To help establish relationships between keyhole properties
was reported in the early days of the gas tungsten arc welding and weld morphology, heat transfer by the process of bremsstra-
(GTAW) process. Until recently, magnesium welding has been lung absorption is first analyzed. Data related to the bead geome-
reported by only a few investigators.[2–6] The advantages offered try of both alloys, AZ91 and AM50, are then compared and
by lasers and the current interest for magnesium have given discussed based upon this background information and recently
incentive to the laser welding of magnesium. In the past few published information on deep penetration welding.
years, several papers have been published to primarily evaluate
the full potential of lasers for joining magnesium components.

2. Theoretical Background
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penetration welding, the heat transfer is mainly affected by the where nZ is the density of species with charge 1Z (their sum
equals the ion density), and Ei is the ionization potential. Firstproperties of the plasma within the keyhole. Comparatively,

the properties of the solid or liquid materials play a lesser role. and second ionization potentials are provided in Table 1 with
other important properties of either the elements or the alloysAn analysis of weld morphology thus requires knowledge of

several properties of the keyhole. of this study.
Although few experimental measurements of temperaturesThe absorption of light and its conversion to heat is essen-

tially an electronic process, by which electrons absorb photons, within the keyhole exist, spectroscopic measurements first pub-
lished indicated that the plasma temperature was about 6800gain kinetic energy (in the form of vibration), and are promoted

to higher energy states. In the crystal lattice, phonons also K.[19] Arata et al.[20] experimentally demonstrated that it was
greater than 5500 K. Metzbower[14,21] used a thermodynamicinteract with the incoming photons from the laser beam, which

causes phonon energy to increase and lifetime to decrease. model to show that the keyhole temperatures could be far
greater. Tix and Simon[17] demonstrated by solving a set ofPhonons cease to exist when the lattice periodicity breaks up

and atoms free themselves from their neighbor interactions. transport equations that the keyhole temperature could be as
high as 19,000 K. Electron-ion densities of 4 ? 1023 m23 wereOnce melting and vaporization occur, the absorption is reduced

to the electronic contribution. The absorption of energy contin- also found, with degrees of ionization ranging from 90% in the
hottest plasma to 10% near the keyhole wall. Regardless of theues to free electrons from their core ions, thus creating an

ionized gas, referred to as plasma. Electrons absorb a significant exact temperature, all these results suggest that the second
ionization is unlikely. Saha’s equation hence can be simplified,part of the laser power by a process known as inverse brems-

strahlung absorption.[14,17] First, the absorption increases considering only the first ionization. Specie densities thus
involved are the initial atom density, n0, and the ion-electronbecause the population of electrons having low energy

increases. However, as their energy increases, interaction with densities, which equal each other because of charge neutrality.
The degree of ionization, a, defined in Eq 4, varies betweenthe incoming photons also decreases. Ultimately, the electron

energy exceeds that of the photon, causing photons to zero and unity, a value reached for an entirely ionized population
of initially neutral atoms. The degree of ionization provides“rebound.” As a result, absorption eventually decreases, thus

meaning that the plasma becomes more transparent. This proc- information concerning the composition of the plasma and is
estimated using Saha’s equation (given as Eq 3) and the follow-ess of inverse bremsstrahlung absorption[14,17] can be quanti-

fied as ing relationship:
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Figure 1 shows the variations of the degree of ionization as
a function of temperature for various species present in both
materials. It can be seen that aluminum is the first element towhere ne and ni are the ion and electron density, respectively;
lose an electron due to its lower ionization potential. On thee is the electron charge; h is the Planck’s constant; v is the
other hand, zinc, the first element to vaporize, requires a greaterangular frequency of the laser radiation (1.7 ? 1014 Hz for a
energy to release its first electron. Equation 1 shows that theCO2 laser); k is the Boltzmann’s constant; Te is the electron
bremsstrahlung absorption coefficient is directly proportionaltemperature; m2 is the real part of the refraction index (approxi-
to the product of electron-ion densities, which can be rearrangedmately unity); and g is the average Gaunt factor, which for a
to be expressed as a function of the degree of ionization andCO2 laser is well approximated by[18]

the initial atom density (Eq 4). For simplification, absorption
coefficients were normalized with respect to the maximum
value calculated for aluminum (aluminum generates the mostgco2 5 1 Te

2116 K2
0.227

(Eq 2)
absorbing plasma). The interaction between a CO2 laser and
various pure metal plasmas is summarized in Fig. 2.

Important variables that affect the properties of the keyhole
are the electron and ion densities as well as the temperature.
Assuming an equilibrium state, electron and ion densities can 3. Experimental Procedure
be computed as a function of temperature by using Saha’s
equation, which has been used by numerous investiga-

Bead-on-plate experiments were made with a 6 kW CWtors.[14,17,18] Like a chemical equation for a reaction, densities
CO2 laser on two commercially available magnesium alloys:(concentrations) of each species can be related to a temperature-
AM50, an alloy containing 5 wt.% aluminum and 0.5 wt.%dependent quantity, conventionally referred to as the equilib-
manganese; and AZ91, an alloy with 9 wt.% aluminum and 1rium constant. A simplified form of Saha’s equation is the
wt.% zinc. All 100 3 80 3 8 mm test specimens were cutfollowing:
from die-cast materials. As a result of machining, the surface
finish of all specimens was identical. Prior to welding, the test
specimens were cleaned with ethanol. Up to eight weld beads
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(depending upon the resulting weld width) were produced on
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Fig. 1 The degree of ionization as a function of temperature for a
number of elements Fig. 2 The bremsstrahlung absorption as a function of temperature

Table 1 Important physical properties of the elements found in the AM50 and AZ91 magnesium alloys[25]

Mg Al Zn Mn He AM50 AZ91

Melting point (K) 922 933 693 1517 … 615 8C 596 8C
Boiling point (K) 1363 2793 1180 2335 … … …
First ionization potential (eV) 7.646 5.986 9.394 7.435 24.857 … …
Second ionization potential (eV) 15.061 18.861 17.995 15.666 … … …

each specimen. The spacing between each weld was approxi- 4. Experimental Results
mately 10 to 15 mm.

All the beads were fabricated with the beam precisely In autogeneous welding, two characteristics of the weld cross
focused onto the specimen surface. The beam diameter, esti-

section are usually considered. They are the depth and the width
mated from earlier beam profile analyses, was approximately

of the fusion zone. At low power density, the entire weld profile
0.5 mm. During welding, helium was used as a shielding gas

can often be described with only these two dimensions. In deepbecause of its higher ionization potential. The main shielding
penetration welding of magnesium, the keyhole gives rise towas provided by a nozzle assembly coaxially fixed on the laser
large variations in weld width across the thickness, as depictedhead. The gas flow rate was 30 L ? min21 in all trials. The
in Fig. 3. The bead profile often resembles a nail because theback surface of the specimens, also exposed to the surrounding
upper section is broader and circular while the remaining fusionair, was protected by a secondary helium flow. Specimens were
zone is significantly narrower. For convenience, this narrowclamped from the side and held approximately 10 mm above
and elongated part of the weld will be referred to as the welda graphite-coated plate, placed there to stop possible excess
column. Protrusions of the fusion boundary into the base metalpower of the beam. All welding experiments were conducted
could also be observed in this weld column, especially whenwith a constant beam diameter. As a result, the primary indepen-
the power density was increased beyond that required to reachdent variables were reduced to the beam power, the beam speed,
complete penetration. These deformities suggest that both theand the material. The beam power and the beam speed were
fusion boundary and keyhole could have oscillated extensively,varied between 2000 and 5000 W and 500 and 6000 mm ?
as detailed by Kroos et al.[22] and Klein et al.[23] A singlemin21, respectively.
protrusion was usually present within the weld column. It wasPrior to cross sectioning, weld bead surfaces were photo-
found to grow from the back of the plate and to move upwardgraphed so that discontinuities such as cuts, undercuts, crowns,
as the power density increased. These local deformities were notor irregular ripples could be analyzed together with the bead
measured, but they are subject to discussion later in this paper.morphology. Once cut, the samples were prepared for standard

Once the weld geometry is defined by quantifiable parame-optical metallography. Cross sections were examined to quan-
ters, it can be studied as a function of several combinations oftify major characteristics of the weld bead morphology. The

bead profile was revealed after a short nital etching. single variables. It is usually convenient to group beam power
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Fig. 3 Cross-section macrographs of laser beam welds produced in AM50 and AZ91 alloys

Fig. 4 The effect of the heat input on the weld depth for the AZ91 Fig. 5 The effect of the heat input on the width of the weld column
and the AM50 alloys for the AZ91 and the AM50 alloys

be observed. The most striking feature is the incomplete depen-and beam speed into one parameter, the heat input, defined as
dence upon the heat input. Each weld characteristic remainedthe ratio of the beam power to the beam travel speed. In this
a function of the beam power after being plotted against thestudy, experimental data were represented as a function of the
heat input. Consequently, there was no advantage in regroupingheat input. Weld morphology data, on cross sections and at the
beam speed and beam power, because an entire description ofsurface, are consecutively presented.
the bead geometry still required two variables. However, most
quantities tended to converge toward similar finite values when4.1 Weld Bead Cross-Section Dimensions plotted versus the heat input. As shown in Fig. 4 for the AZ91
alloy, the minimum heat input for keyhole welding was approxi-Figure 4 to 7 depict various weld characteristics as a function

of the heat input. Complete weld bead penetration is indicated mately 20 kJ ? m21. The power density, derived at 5500 mm ?
min21, was then approximately 104 W ? mm2. In the AM50 alloy,by the shaded areas.

When these data are taken as a whole, several trends can a similar heat input for keyhole welding can be extrapolated.
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Fig. 6 The effect of the heat input on the weld surface width for the
AZ91 and the AM50 alloys

Fig. 8 The weld surface patterns of AM50 welds produced under
various combinations of beam power and beam speed

surface (Fig. 6), the weld widths in the AM50 alloy followed
different trends. The width of the weld column was not observed
to vary, which implies that the heat input consistently deter-
mined this characteristic. Perhaps the greatest difference
between the two materials is shown in Fig. 6, where variations
of the weld width at the surface are plotted against the heat
input. For the most part, weld surface width also varied propor-
tionally with the heat input, except at low heat input.

In Fig. 7, the ratio of the weld surface width to the column
width is shown as a function of the heat input. This aspect ratio
was found to pass through a maximum when the heat inputFig. 7 The effect of the heat input on the weld aspect ratio
was varied. While these maxima occurred at almost identical
heat inputs in the AM50 material, confirmation was not found
in the AZ91 alloy. Furthermore, the position of these maxima

However, a number of data repeatedly showed that the AM50 could not be correlated to either the heat input or the beam
alloy responded quite differently to laser welding. power. Nevertheless, aspect ratio maxima were consistently

When the heat input is taken as a constant and each material found when the weld depth was between 5 and 7 mm (between
considered individually, other features can be emphasized. In 60 and 85% of the plate thickness).
the AZ91 alloy, Fig. 4 and 6 show that high beam powers
led to deep and wide beads. However, the quasi-proportional 4.2 Weld Bead Surface Topographyincrease in weld depth seen between 40 and 100 kJ ? m21 in
the AZ91 alloy (Fig. 4) was not encountered for the width of the The effects of the process parameters on the geometry of

the bead surface are depicted in Fig. 8 for the AM50 alloyweld column (Fig. 5). While depth increased quite uniformly, a
slight increase in the weld column width was first observed only. At the lowest beam speeds, the bead surface displayed a

marked chevronlike pattern or ripples. At higher speeds andwhen the power was raised from 2000 to 3000 W. The width
of the weld column then increased rapidly with further beam regardless of the beam power, these surface ripples had a ten-

dency to disappear. Ripples were also strongly elongated andpower, as observed at 4000 W. It thus appears that both weld
depth and surface width increased before the weld column in greater density, which explains why they were more difficult

to differentiate. At the highest beam powers, ripples were con-widened.
In the AM50 alloy, results suggest a different interpretation. siderably smaller than at low power, which suggests that high

powers also reduce surface ripples. These few results demon-First, the weld depths measured at 3000 W were repeatedly
greater than those at 4000 W at the lowest heat inputs. Although strate that ripples are not controlled solely by the heat input,

because both beam power and beam travel speed reduce ripples.an increase in beam power normally enlarges the dimensions
of the fusion zone, as shown in the AZ91 alloy for both the Furthermore, it has been observed that the welds produced

at high welding speeds were generally slightly elevated abovewidth of weld column (Fig. 5) and the width of the weld at the
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to crowning, Fig. 10 did not include such welds. Figure 10
shows that crowning was primarily influenced by the welding
speed. Crowning increased strongly with the welding speed
and decreased with the beam power. Under similar welding
conditions, crowning was significantly greater in the AZ91
alloy.

5. Discussion

5.1 Role and Significance of the Heat Input

The fact that the heat input, simply represented by the ratio
of the beam power to the beam travel speed, was inadequate
must be considered. At constant heat input, weld morphology
data demonstrated that different combinations of beam power
and beam speed led to different results. When both beam power

Fig. 9 The effect of the heat input on the magnitude of the weld and travel speed were low, melting was not attained because
crown relative to the weld depth the laser beam was simply reflected. With the same heat input

and greater values of both parameters, melting was achieved.
With even larger beam power and travel speed, welding through
a keyhole was made possible. In each of these situations, the
process and efficiency at which the beam energy was converted
to heat and transferred within the material was changed. Heat
transfers within solid, liquid, or gaseous phases are quite differ-
ent. Moreover, they are all modeled by nonlinear relations
because they involve temperature-dependent properties. Under
particular conditions, such as heat conduction, no exchange
with the surrounding, constant physical properties, and either
thick or thin plates, the heat flow is mathematically known to
be proportional to the heat input.[11–13,15–16] In reality, physical
properties vary with the temperature and the heat flow is nonlin-
ear, which makes the use of a simple heat input rigorously
inappropriate.

The heat flow is particularly nonlinear in weld pools where
convection is dominant; i.e., for high Peclet numbers.[24] Experi-

Fig. 10 The effects of the beam speed and the beam power on the mental evidence comes from infrared sensing measurements,
magnitude of the weld crown relative to the weld depth which showed that weld pool temperatures do not increase

proportionally with either the power or the reciprocal of the
welding speed. In keyhole welding, the plasma also accentuates
this nonlinearity with the heat input for various reasons. Thethe surface. Figure 9 shows that this elevation or crowning

(also sometimes called humping), represented by another aspect problem of evaporation loss, well known to occur in laser
welding of other alloys,[25,26] and the formation of an undesirableratio (the crown-to-weld depth ratio), was controlled by the heat

input, and consistently increased with decreasing heat inputs. At vapor fume shielding the weld pool could reduce the total heat
input to the base material. Although significant power loss bythe largest welding speeds, discontinuities in the weld surface

pattern appeared. High crowns followed by deep surface depres- this mechanism has not yet been completely verified, the trans-
fer of the beam energy to the keyhole occurred predominantly bysions were periodically observed along the bead. Although there

was, on average, no change of height, these periodic variations the process of bremsstrahlung absorption, a strongly nonlinear
phenomenon with regard to temperature.in topography were not found at other welding speeds, where

the heat input was identical. Clearly, beam speed and beam
power cause different degrees of crowning. 5.2 Alloying Effects and Heat Absorption

The effects of both the beam power and the beam speed are
illustrated in Fig. 10 for partial penetration welds only. It was Figure 4 to 7 reveal very large differences in the bead profiles

of both alloys. When the heat input was taken as a constantfound that, when their combination was such that the heat input
was above the minimal heat input for complete penetration, the and the AZ91 alloy considered, increasing both the beam power

and the beam speed widened the weld column and the weld atweld typically collapsed. Severe undercutting resulted on the
upper side of the welds, while the molten bead passed through the surface. The fact that these two characteristics, in addition

to the weld depth, increased with combinations of high beamthe entire thickness on the other side. This led to a very irregular
weld defect on the plate backside, which has often been referred power and high beam speed showed that the heat transfer was

strongly nonlinear and increased with large parameters. In theto as “cutting.” Since full penetration welds were not subject
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AM50 alloy, different trends were observed with the same penetrations of approximately two-thirds the plate thickness.
In the AM50 alloy, this feature developed at nearly constantconsideration of constant heat input. For instance, the width of

the weld column did not vary with increasing beam power, heat input, which suggests that the dominant factor might be
the welding speed. The fact that the widest weld surface waswhich might infer that the heat absorbed near the surface was

roughly constant, regardless of the combination of beam power observed at two-thirds the plate thickness could be explained
by heat conduction. It is known that the plate backside influ-and beam speed. Like the AZ91 alloy, the weld depth increased

with combinations of high beam power and high beam speed. ences the heat flow when the weld depth approximates two-
thirds of the plate thickness.[27] The back “reflection” of theHowever, under the same conditions, the column width shrank.

The results on the weld depth imply that the heat transfer incoming heat flux on the back surface causes the heat flow
to gradually transform from three-dimensional to two-dimen-through the thickness consistently increased with combinations

of high beam power and high beam speed. However, the results sional. Once two-thirds of the thickness is approximately
reached, complete penetration rapidly occurs and the back weldon the widths strongly suggest that the heat transfer lateral to

the weld bead decreased. Figure 6 reports that decreasing widths width increases far more than the upper weld width.[28] The
weld width thus culminates relative to the weld width on thewere observed with melt-through beads. This important piece

of information must be considered, because it suggests that backside when complete penetration begins, and then decreases.
The situation is analogous, except that complete penetrationlarge fractions of the incident beam power passed through the

thickness, and thus reduced the overall heat input to the weld. was not reached. It is consequently difficult to verify that the
maximum weld surface width-to-column width ratios occurredThis situation develops if the plasma absorption had already

reached the point where it began to decrease. Figure 2, calcu- as a result of a change in heat flow, especially with laser welds
where heat flows are predominantly two-dimensional.lated from Eq 1 to 4, reveals that the plasma temperature had

to exceed a temperature close to 10,000 K, a value consistent The concept of a back reflection of a heat flux onto a surface
can be developed further, especially considering the carbon-with that predicted by other research.[14,20,23–24]

These explanations carry several important consequences. coated plate placed behind the welding specimens. When com-
plete penetration occurred, a fraction of the laser radiationFirst, decreasing widths with enhanced beam power should be

expected if beam powers larger than those of this study had passed through the material. Although small, a fraction of this
power was reflected back into the weld pool, and could thusbeen used on the AZ91 alloy. Second, these experimental results

also suggest that beam energy was more efficiently used in the explain why the weld pool enlarged noticeably from the
backside.welding of the AM50 alloy than in the AZ91 alloy. Complete

penetration indeed occurred at lower heat input on the AM50
alloy. Figure 2 suggests that the AZ91 alloy with its greater 5.4 Keyhole Stability and Weld Bead Cross-Section
aluminum content should more efficiently absorb the beam. Deformities
However, these results, together with the compositional differ-
ence of the two alloys, raise the possibility of zinc vaporization, Clearly, explanations other than absorption are required to

fully understand current data. The cross-sectional macrographswhich could have reduced the overall beam absorption. Also,
these results imply that the upper part of the weld enlarged of Fig. 3 demonstrate that the weld bead profile changed rapidly

as the fusion boundary penetrated through the plate thickness.more than the remaining portion of the bead for all conditions
where the surface absorption increased with the heat input. It is seen that the weld pool exhibited a wavy profile, which

is partially explained by absorption but also affected by keyholeFigure 2 predicts that keyhole absorption increased as long as
the temperature remained below 10,000 K. When this situation dynamics. It is well known that deep keyholes are naturally

unstable, because the surface tension forces that laterally holdis encountered, the surface width is predicted to increase with
the beam power, which gives rise to the nail shape, also seen the molten metal must balance greater hydrostatic pressures as

the depth of the pool increases. Eventually, the keyhole isby Metzbower.[14] Careful examination of the data on the AM50
also confirmed these expectations. At 2000 and 3000 W, the predicted to collapse, as analyzed by Kroos et al.[22] Figure 3

tends to confirm that these oscillations could be particularlycolumn widths were similar, but considerably enhanced at 4000
W. As beam power increased further and caused higher plasma dominant once complete penetration was reached.

An estimate of a critical condition for keyhole instabilitytemperatures, the surface absorption eventually decreased.
Eventually, more heat was transmitted into the bulk of the weld can be made with a few assumptions. If hydrostatic equilibrium

at the wall of a cylindrical keyhole of radius R is assumed, ametal than into its surface, which caused the nail shape to fade.
With the heat input excessively too high, a large part of the simple relationship involving keyhole internal pressure Pi with

g, the surface tension, and rgh, the liquid pool hydrostaticbeam power simply passed through the thickness.
pressure, can be derived where h is the depth below the surface.
Furthermore, when variations in density between liquid and5.3 Transition between Two-Dimensional and Three-
keyhole plasma are neglected and the keyhole pressure Pi isDimensional Heat Flow
rewritten as rgH, where H is an equivalent height, it can be
shown that the liquid column will no longer be stable whenAlthough heat absorption (by the bremsstralung process)

significantly affects weld bead morphology, it does not provide the parameter (H-h), a characteristic of the keyhole, exceeds
the quantity g/(rgR). Based upon this simple model, the keyholea complete explanation. For instance, some of the weld cross

sections exhibited wavy profiles that are not fully explained stability is found to increase with the surface tension and
decrease rapidly with the inverse of the beam radius. Incorporat-by absorption. Figure 5 shows that the width of the weld surface

attained a maximum relative to the column width for bead ing values for liquid magnesium, g 5 0.57 N ? m21, r 5 1700
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kg ? m23, and the beam radius as an estimate of the keyhole projected toward the rear of the weld pool. High travel speed
increased the fluid flow in that direction. Crowning is conse-radius (R 5 1.7 mm), one will find that (H-h) is approximately

20 mm. Physical properties were considered at the melting quently a pure hydrodynamic effect, as recently shown by
Gratzke et al.[33]temperature. However, the surface tension should have been

estimated at a higher temperature near the vaporization point The fact that crowning was approximately 3 times larger in
the AZ91 than in the AM50 can be rationalized from the previ-(certainly, it cannot be taken at the vaporization point because

it is then zero). In the absence of more suitable data, one can ous explanation. At fixed beam speed, enhanced crowning can
be explained as a result of a decreased heat transfer due to zinconly anticipate that the actual critical depth will be much smaller

than that predicted. vaporization. This observation substantiates previous data for
the width of the weld column.The estimated critical depth for the instability is 4 times

greater than the measured value. Recall that the instability was In the presence of crowning, the constancy of matter
(neglecting evaporation) requires the formation of voids ortypically observed at a depth of 5 mm if one considers that it

coincides with a maximum (surface width)-to-(column width) pores within the weld metal. However, due to the high welding
speed and solidification rate, none of the critical events (nucle-ratio. It was postulated that such a significant change in geome-

try could be associated with optimal surface absorption. In ation, growth, and transport of large pores) had time to signifi-
cantly develop, as shown by the optical macrographs presentedregions of enhanced absorption, the keyhole diameter is ex-

pected to be widest, which decreases the critical depth, as in Fig. 3. Although microporosity was observed at greater mag-
nification, the rare large pores encountered on a few weldsexplained earlier. It is thus not surprising to find protrusions

of the fusion boundary after the surface width had reached a appear to be related to enhanced keyhole instability.
maximum relative to the column width. With larger beam pow-
ers, the depths of both the fusion boundary and the keyhole
increased, and so did the instability and the protrusions. In their 6. Summary and Conclusions
presence, it appears that the heat and mass exchange with the
upper part of the pool will be reduced, thus promoting increased This preliminary study on the deep penetration welding of
melting near the bottom of the keyhole. This might be confirmed magnesium alloys revealed interesting results. A number of
by other observations. It was found that large pores tended to questions, which arise from these experimental data, have been
develop soon after the midthickness; i.e., where the instability answered. Others questions, however, remain unanswered and
presumably developed. The fact that keyhole instability could require detailed analyses. However, the following conclusions
promote porosity has been confirmed by several authors.[29–31]

have been reached.
With beam powers in excess of that for complete penetration,

deformities along the fusion boundary were apparently reduced. • The useful concept of heat input, which groups two welding
At very high power density, as produced on the AM50 alloy, parameters into one, was not adequate in characterizing
the widths of the weld pool decreased. This can be substantiated the keyhole welding of magnesium alloys. Several explana-
by Fig. 2, which shows that absorption eventually decreased. tions have been given, but the process of bremsstrahlung
Due to reduced absorption, a small and more intense keyhole absorption explains it best.
can be predicted. The fact that the keyhole diameter is smaller

• The simple model of absorption, which was introduced inreinforces the point that its stability can be related to its diame-
Section 2, provides explanations of many variations foundter. With narrower keyholes, the stability of the melt column
in the weld bead morphology of both alloys. For instance,increases. Also, the porosity did disappear.
the nail head profile often encountered in laser welds could
be seen as the result of enhanced surface absorption. With

5.5 Crowning and Ripple Phenomena higher temperatures, surface absorption eventually
decreased, thus giving rise to enhanced absorption withinIt may be questioned whether crowning, ripples, and weld
the bulk of the weld. Protrusions of the fusion boundarycross-section morphology can be related. Figure 8 to 10 showed
into the base material have been partially explained bya number of interesting features. High beam powers were found
this mechanism.to reduce both ripples and crowning. High welding speeds also

• The absorption model demonstrates that the condition ofreduced ripples, but greatly increased crowning. It is clear that
decreased absorption at high beam power requires keyholethese two phenomena are independent. Furthermore, judging
temperatures greater than 10,000 K.from Fig. 4 to 7 and 9, it appears that weld surface characteristics

such as ripple and crowning and bead cross-section morphology • It is probable that protrusions are not entirely caused by
enhanced absorption. As the keyholes and weld pool getcan hardly be related.

The mechanism of ripple formation has been explained by deeper, they become naturally unstable. Recall that keyhole
instability decreases with larger diameter. As a protrusionD’Annessa.[;32] This phenomenon has been associated with

growth rate fluctuations by considering the effects of surface developed below the surface, less surface absorption
occurred but more absorption in the vicinity of this protru-tension of the weld pool during solidification. However, the

less studied crowning phenomenon was considered in greater sion resulted. The keyhole thus widened where absorption
was greatest and shrank where absorption decreased. As adepth in this study. Figure 10 shows the crown increased rapidly

with the welding speed. The effect of the beam power, although result, enhanced instability within the keyhole is predicted
to create welds with wavy cross-section profiles forless important, was to increase crowning at lower beam power.

When crowning occurred, the molten metal was essentially these conditions.
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